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In this paper we characterize linear maps . between two nest algebras T(N)
and T(M) which satisfy the property that .(AB&BA)=.(A) .(B)&.(B) .(A)
for all A, B # T(N). In particular, it is shown that such isomorphisms only exist if
N is similar to M or M=. � 1999 Academic Press

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Let A be an associative algebra over C. By considering a new
product [a, b]=ab&ba, called the Lie bracket, A takes on the structure
of a Lie algebra. In fact, it is a standard result (see, e.g. [Hu, Chapter V])
that every Lie algebra g can be embedded as a subalgebra of an associate
algebra��the universal enveloping algebra of g��in such a way that the
product in g is sent to the bracket in the enveloping algebra. A Lie homo-
morphism of A into a second associative algebra B is a linear map .: A � B

which preserves this new multiplication. That is, .[a, b]=[.(a), .(b)] for
all a, b # A.

Lie homomorphisms between rings and between self-adjoint operator
algebras have received a fair amount of attention ([Ma1, Ma2, Mi, CJR]).

We note that if : is an (associative) homomorphism or the negative of
an anti-homomorphism from A to B and ; is a linear map from A into
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the centre of B, such that ;(ab&ba)=0 for every a and b in A, then :+;
is a Lie homomorphism. It turns out that every Lie isomorphism between
nest algebras is of such a form (Theorem 2.4).

1.2. The Lie automorphisms of Tn , the algebra of n_n upper triangular
complex matrices are characterized in [MS, 3]. If we let Jn denote the
n_n matrix Jn=[$ i, n+1&i], where $ij denotes the Kronecker delta func-
tion, then the main result for Lie automorphisms is

Theorem 1.3 [MS, 3]. Let .: Tn � Tn be a linear map. Then . is a
Lie automorphism of Tn if and only if either

(a) .(T )=S&1TS+{(T ) I; or
(b) .(T )=&S &1Jn T tJnS+{(T ) I,

where S # Tn is invertible, { is a linear functional satisfying {(AB&BA)=0
for all A, B # Tn , and {(I ){ &1.

1.4. In the present paper, we extend our analysis of Lie automorphisms
of non-self- adjoint operator algebras to the infinite dimensional setting by
characterizing Lie isomorphisms of nest algebras. The descriptions we
obtain are similar in form to those which exist in the self-adjoint setting;
nevertheless the two methods of proof share little in common.

2. PRELIMINARIES

2.1. A nest is a totally ordered set of closed subspaces of a Hilbert space
H such that [0], H # N and N is closed under the taking of arbitrary
intersections and closed linear spans of its elements. By N0 we mean
N"[[0] H]. We set P(N)=[P(N): N # N], where P(N) denotes the
orthogonal projection of H onto N. By B(H), we denote the set of bounded
linear operators acting on H, and if H1 and H2 are Hilbert spaces, then
B(H1 , H2) denotes the bounded linear maps from H1 into H2 . For nonzero
vectors x and y, we denote the rank one operator u [ (u, y) x by x�y*.

The nest algebra associated to a nest N is the set T(N)=[T # B(H):
TN�N for all N # N]. In fact, if L is a lattice of closed subspaces of H,
we set Alg L=[T # B(H): TL�L for all L # L], and if A is an algebra,
we set Lat A=[M�H: M is a closed subspace and AM�M for all
A # A]. As such, T(N)=Alg(N), and it is known ([R1, D1; Theorem 2.9])
that nests are reflexive in the sense that N=Lat(Alg(N)). From this it
follows that T(N) is also reflexive in that Alg(Lat(T(N)))=T(N). We
refer the reader to [D1] for these facts as well as an excellent exposition
of the general theory of nest algebras.
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Given a nest N and N # N, we define

N+=inf [M # N: M>N]

and

N&=sup[M # N: M<N].

Then N+ (resp. N&) is referred to as the immediate successor (resp.
immediate predecessor) of N. A space N+ �N with N+ {N is referred to
as an atom of N. If H is densely spanned by the atoms of N, then N is
said to be atomic. If N has no atoms, then N is called continuous. In
general, nests are neither atomic nor continuous. We write E(N) to denote
the set of idempotents in T(N). Unlike P(N), we do not require the
range of an idempotent in E(N) to lie in N. The commutant of a set
S�T(N) is S$=[T # T(N): TS=ST for all S # S]. We mention in
passing that T(N)$=CI [D1, Corollary 19.5].

If T(N) is a nest algebra, one can readily verify that T(N)* :=[T*:
T # T(N)]=T(N=), where N= is the nest [N=: N # N]. The inter-
section D(N) :=T(N) & T(N)* is called the diagonal of T(N), and
D(N) is a von Neumann algebra.

For any algebra A and any invertible element a # A we denote by Ada

the map b [ a&1ba and observe that this is an automorphism of A.

2.2. One of the major theorems in the theory of nest algebras is the
following result of Davidson [D2; D1, Theorem 13.20]. An important
special case is due to Larson [L].

The Similarity Theorem [D2]. Let N and M be nests on a separable
Hilbert space H. Then there exists an invertible operator S in B(H) such
that SN :=[SN: N # N]=M if and only if there is a dimension preserving
order isomorphism of N onto M.

In this case, N and M are said to be similar.

2.3. In trying to generalise Theorem 1.3 to the case of nest algebras, one
is confronted with the task of finding a suitable replacement for the map
that sends a matrix A=[aij] to its transpose [aji]. The following lemma
describes one way of doing this.

Lemma. Let N be a nest on a Hilbert space H. Then

(a) There exists a conjugate-linear involution J on H such that
J(N=)=N=.
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(b) The mapping T � JT*J is a linear anti-isomorphism from T(N)
onto T(N=).

(c) For every invertible X # B(H), the mapping

T � X&1JT*JX

is anti-isomorphism from T(N) onto T(M), where M=X&1(N=).

Proof. Let us first identify H with L2(+) for an appropriate measure
space. For any closed subspace M of H, we define Mc=[ f� : f # M], the
space of all conjugates of functions in M. One can then verify that Mc is
a closed subspace of H as well, and that if K is any closed subspace of H,
then the dimension of Kc & Mc coincides with that of K & M. In particular,
if N is a nest, then Nc=[Nc : N # N] is also a nest. The map N [ Nc is
a dimension preserving order isomorphism, as is the map N= [ N =

c . It
follows from the Similarity Theorem above that there exists an invertible
operator S in B(H) such that SN==N=

c . Let J1( f )= f� for each f # L2(+),
and J=J1S. A simple calculation now confirms that J is the desired con-
jugate-linear involution taking N= onto N=. This proves (a). Equipped
with this map J, it is straightforward to verify parts (b) and (c). K

Using this definition, we can now state our main result:

2.4. Main theorem. Let H be a complex, separable Hilbert space. Let
N and M be nests on H. A linear map .: T(N) � T(M) is a Lie isomor-
phism if and only if either

(a) N is similar to M and there exists an invertible Y # B(H) satisfy-
ing Y(M)=N and a linear functional ; on T(N) with ;(I ){ &1 and
;(C)=0 for every commutator C=AB&BA such that

.(T)=Y&1TY+;(T) I;

or

(b) N is similar to M= and there exists an invertible Y # B(H)
satisfying Y(M)=N= and ; as above such that

.(T )=&Y&1JT*JY&;(T ) I,

where J is the conjugate linear involution in Lemma 2.3.

Consequently, every Lie isomorphism is a sum :+;, where : is an
isomorphism or the negative of an anti-isomorphism and ; maps T(N) into
the centre of T(M).
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2.5. In many notable cases, the sum of the commutators in T(N)
turns out to be all of T(N), and consequently the linear functional ; must
be zero. For instance, recall that a weakly closed subalgebra A of B(H)
is said to have infinite multiplicity if A is isomorphic to A�B(H). It is
a consequence of the Similarity Theorem that a nest algebra T(N) has
infinite multiplicity if and only if N has no finite dimensional atoms. In
this case we say that N is a nest of infinite multiplicity.

2.6. Proposition. Suppose A is a weakly closed subalgebra of B(H)
and that A has infinite multiplicity. Then every element of A can be written
as a sum of two commutators in A.

Proof. The proof of this result is identical to that of [Ha, Problem 234],
where Halmos demonstrates this for the special case where A=B(H). K

2.7. Corollary. Let N be a nest of infinite multiplicity. Then every
T # T(N) can be written as a sum of two commutators.

We remark that it has been observed by Larson [L] and Larson and
Pitts [LP] that in any nest algebra of infinite multiplicity, the set of
commutators an invertible element, and thus T(N) coincides with its
commutator ideal.

2.8. Corollary. Let N and M be nests such that N has infinite multi-
plicity. Then every Lie isomorphism between T(N) and T(M) is either an
associative isomorphism or the negative of an anti-isomorphism.

2.9. With obvious modifications, the proof that follows establishes the
results in the case where N and M are nests on two different Hilbert
spaces H1 and H2 . In this case, the operator Y is an operator from H2 onto
H1 . In particular, we have the following finite dimensional corollary.

2.10. Corollary. Let N and M be nests on Cn and Cm and let . be
a Lie isomorphism from T(N) onto T(M). Then m=n and either .(T )=
Y&1TY+;(T ) I, or .(T )=&Y &1T tY+;(T ) I, where Y and ; are as in
Theorem 2.4. Here T t denotes the usual transpose map.

3. THE PROOFS

First we observe that it is straightforward to verify that if . is of the
form (a) or (b) in the statement of the Theorem, then . is indeed a Lie
isomorphism. The remainder of this paper is devoted to proving the
converse.
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We shall assume that H is always a complex, separable Hilbert space,
that N and M are nests on H and that .: T(N) � T(M) is a Lie
isomorphism.

We start with a characterization of idempotents modulo scalars in
T(N) in terms of commutators.

3.1. Lemma. Let N be a nest and A # T(N). Then

(a) A is the sum of a scalar and an idempotent if and only if

[A, [A, [A, T]]]=[A, T] for every T # T(N). (1)

(b) A is the sum of a scalar and an idempotent whose range belongs
to N if and only if

[A, [A, T]]=[A, T] for every T # T(N). (2)

Proof. (a) One direction is trivial. Assume now that A satisfies Eq. (1),
i.e.

(A3&A) T&3A2TA+3ATA2&T(A3&A)=0 for all T # T(N).

(3)

Choose N # N such that N& {H. Let 0{ y # (N&)=. For every x # N,
the rank one operator x�y* # T(N), [D1, Lemma 2.8]. Upon taking
T=x�y* in Eq. (3) and then applying this equation to a vector z, we get

(z, y)(A3&A) x&3(Az, y) A2x

+3(A2z, y) Ax&3( (A3&A) z, y) x=0. (4)

We now consider two cases:

Case 1. There is an M # N such that M& {H, and (I&PM&
) A=

*(I&PM&
) for a scalar *. By translating by a scalar, we may assume that

*=0. Thus for any N>M, and any y # (N&)=, we have that A*y=0.
Hence Eq. (4) yields A3=A. Therefore A=E&F, where E and F are the
spectral idempotents corresponding to the points 1 and -1 in the spectrum
of A. Now Eq. (3) yields ETF=0=FTE, for every T # T(N). A short
computation yields that either E or F is of the form [ 0

0
X
0 ], and being also

an idempotent, it must be 0. It follows that either A or A+I is an idempotent.

Case 2. (I&PN&
) A is not a scalar multiple of (I&PN&

) whenever
N& {H. Thus the vector y may be chosen so that y and A*y are linearly
independent and so z may be chosen so that (z, y)=0 and (Az, y)=1.
Now Eq. (4) implies that there is a monic quadratic polynomial qN such
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that qN(AN)=0, where AN=A|N . We will show that there exists a quad-
ratic polynomial q such that q(A)=0. If H& {H, we take N=H and we
are done. Otherwise, it is obvious that unless A is a scalar, the polynomials
[qN : N<H] must eventually agree and so q(A)=0 for a quadratic q.
Now translate A so that A2=cI. Eq. (3) yields that either A is a scalar or
that c= 1

4 and hence A+ 1
2I is an idempotent.

(b) If A satisfies Eq. (2), then it satisfies Eq. (1) as well, and so
A=*I+E, where E is an idempotent and [E, T]=[E, [E, T]] for all
T # T(N). But then TE=ETE for all T # T(N), i.e., ran E # Lat(T(N))
=N, as nests are reflexive [R1; D1, Theorem 2.9].

3.2. Corollary. Let N and M be nests and suppose that .: T(N) �
T(M) is a Lie isomorphism. Then

(a) .(I )=}I where } is a nonzero scalar;

(b) If E=E2 # T(N), it follows that .(E)=:EI+F where :E # C
and F is an idempotent in T(M);

(c) If E is an idempotent in T(N) and ran E # N, then .(E)=:EI+F,
where :E # C, F is an idempotent in T(M) and ran F # M.

Furthermore, if 0{E{I, then both the scalar :E and the idempotent F
occurring above are uniquely determined.

Proof. Part (a) follows from the fact that the centre of T(N) is the
scalars. Parts (b) and (c) are immediate consequences of Lemma 3.1. The
last assertion is obvious.

We shall henceforth adopt the convention of denoting the unique scalar
associated to .(E) by :E .

3.3. We are now in a position to prove the exceptional case where the
nest N is the trivial nest [[0], H]. Corollary 3.2 applied to .&1 yields
that M is also trivial and so . is a Lie automorphism of B(H). Since
B(H) is a prime ring, it follows from [Ma1, Ma2] that .=:+; where ;
is a central map and : is either an algebra automorphism or an anti-
automorphism. It is well known that automorphisms of B(H) are inner.
This establishes Theorem 2.4 in this case. We note that if dim H is infinite,
then ;=0.

In the foregoing, we shall assume that the nest N{[[0], H]. This is
crucial in the discussion that follows 3.20.

3.4. We now define two auxiliary functions which we shall associate to
a given Lie isomorphism between two nest algebras. Recall that N0=
N"[[0], H].
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Definition. Let N and M be nests and suppose .: T(N) � T(M) is
a Lie isomorphism. We define a function

.̂: E(N)"[0, I] � E(N)"[0, I]

by

.̂(E)=.(E)&:EI.

We also define

.~ : N0 � M0

by

N [ ran(.(P(N))&:P(N) I ),

i.e., .~ (N)=ran .̂(P(N)).

Next, we characterize idempotents having the same range in terms of
commutators.

3.5. Lemma. Let E, F be nonzero idempotent linear maps on a vector
space over a field of characteristic different from 2. The following are
equivalent:

(a) EF&FE=F&E+*I for a scalar *;

(b) EF&FE=F&E;

(c) EF=F and FE=E.

Proof. That (c) implies (b) and (b) implies (a) are trivial.
To prove that (a) implies (c) assume that (a) is satisfied and consider

0=(I&E)(EF&FE+F ) E=(I&E)(F&E+*I+F ) E

=2(I&E) FE

and

0=E(EF&FE) E=E(F&E+*I ) E=EFE&(1&*) E.

Combining these, we get

FE=EFE=(1&*) E.
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Thus, if x # ran E, then Fx=(1&*) x, proving that (1&*) is an eigenvalue
of F and so *=0 or 1. Similarly

0=(I&F )(EF&FE&E) F=(I&F )(F&E+*I&E) F

=&2(I&F ) EF;

0=F(EF&FE) F=F(F&E+*I ) F=(1+*) F&FEF

yielding EF=(1+*) F, and so (1+*) is an eigenvalue for E. This together
with the above gives us that *=0 and EF=F, FE=E. K

3.6. Proposition. Let N and M be nests and .: T(N) � T(M) a Lie
isomorphism. If E, F are idempotents in T(N) such that 0{E{I, 0{F{I
and ran E=ran F, then :E=:F and ran .̂(E)=ran .̂(F ).

Proof. Since ran E=ran F, we have EF=F and FE=E, and hence
[E, F]=F&E. It follows that [.(E), .(F )]=.(F )&.(E) or equivalently

[.̂(E), .̂(F )]=.̂(F )&.̂(E)+(:F&:E) I.

By Lemma 3.5, we obtain that :E=:F , that .̂(E) .̂(F )=.̂(F ) and
.̂(F ) .̂(E)=.̂(E). That is, ran .̂(E)=ran .̂(F ). K

Our next goal is to show that .̂ preserves order on E(N). We start with
a definition.

3.7. Definition. Let E1 and E2 be two idempotents. We say that
E1�E2 if E1E2=E1=E2 E1 , or equivalently E1 and E2 commute and ran
E1 �ran E2 . We say that E1<E2 if E1�E2 and E1 {E2 .

3.8. Lemma. Let N and M be nests, and suppose E1 , E2 are commuting
idempotents in T(N) such that 0<E1<E2<I. Set Fi=.̂(Ei), i=1, 2.
Then either 0<F1<F2<I, or 0<F2<F1<I.

Proof. First, we observe that F1 and F2 commute since [E1 , E2]=0.
Now E1 , E2 , E2&E1 � CI implies F1 , F2 , F2&F1 � CI, and in particular,
F1 {F2 .

Now E :=E1+(I&E2) is an idempotent in T(N). By Corollary 3.2,
.(E) # CI+E(M), and so T :=(F1&F2) # CI+E(M), and _(F1&F2)
consists of two points * and *+1. We may chose a Hamel basis that
diagonalizes F1 and F2 simultaneously. Now if F1 and F2 are not comparable,
then _(F1&F2) contains 1 and &1, which is impossible. K
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3.9. Lemma. Let N and M be nests, and E1 , E2 and E3 be commuting
idempotents in T(N) satisfying 0<E1<E2<E3<I. Suppose .: T(N) �
T(M) is a Lie isomorphism. Set Fi=.̂(Ei), i=1, 2, 3.

(a) If F1<F2 , then F1<F2<F3 .

(b) If F1>F2 , then F1>F2>F3 .

Consequently, the map .̂ (and also .~ ) is either order preserving or order
reversing.

Proof. (a) The idempotents F1 , F2 , and F3 are distinct and mutually
comparable by Lemma 3.8. Now E1+E3&E2 # E(N) and so F1+F3&F2

# CI+E(N). However, if F1<F3<F2 or if F3<F1 , then _(F1+F3&F2)=
[&1, 0, 1]. This is a contradiction, proving (a). Part (b) is similar. K

We shall refer to . itself as being order preserving or order reversing
according as .̂ is order preserving or order reversing respectively.

We may now extend the definition of .̂ and .~ to all of E(N) and N

respectively.

3.10. Definition. If .: T(N) � T(M) is an order preserving Lie
isomorphism, then we define

.̂(0)=0, .̂(I )=I, .~ ([0])=[0], .~ (H)=H.

If . is order reversing, we define

.̂(0)=I, .̂(I )=0, .~ ([0])=H, .~ (H)=[0].

3.11. Theorem. Let N and M be nests, and suppose that .: T(N) �
T(M) is a Lie isomorphism. Then either

(a) .~ is a dimension preserving order isomorphism from N onto M,
or

(b) the map .~ = defined via .~ =(N)=(.~ (N))= is a dimension preserving
order isomorphism from N onto (M=).

Proof. We have already established the order properties of .~ . Further-
more, it is obvious that .~ &1=.&1t

, thus .~ is a bijection. All that remains
to be done is the dimension argument.

Towards that end, let N+�N denote an atom on N and assume that
.~ is order preserving. If k<dim(N+ �N), we can find commuting projec-
tions P1 , P2 , ..., Pk in E(N) such that

P0 :=P(N)<P1<P2< } } } <Pk<P(N+)=: Pk+1 .
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Let Fi=.̂(Pi), i=0, 1, 2, ..., k+1. By Lemma 3.9, we have that

F0<F1<F2< } } } <Fk<Fk+1 .

In particular, dim ran(Fk+1&F0)>k, and so dim(.~ (N+)�.~ (N))�
dim(N+�N).

Applying the identical argument to .&1 proves the reverse inequality
and hence .~ is dimension preserving, as claimed.

The argument for case (ii) is completely analogous and is omitted. K

3.12. We shall reduce our discussions to the case where the Lie isomor-
phism is order preserving. Indeed if . is order reversing, we may consider
instead the map �: T(N=) � T(M) define by �(T)=&.(JT*J), where
J is the conjugate-linear involution in Lemma 2.3. It is easy to verify that
� is a Lie isomorphism and is order preserving.

3.13. Proposition. Let N and M be nests and suppose .: T(N) �
T(M) is an order preserving Lie isomorphism. If B is a Boolean algebra of
idempotents in T(N), then .̂ restricted to B is a Boolean algebra isomor-
phism of B onto a boolean algebra of idempotents in T(M).

Proof. We have already seen that .̂ is bijective. We observe that .̂(B)
is a commuting set of idempotents. Therefore, in order to verify that .̂
is a Boolean algebra isomorphism, it suffices to show that for each
E1 , E2 # B,

(i) .̂(E1 7 E2)=.̂(E1) 7 .̂(E2),

and

(ii) .̂(I&E1)=I&.̂(E&1).

(i) Now E1 7 E2=E1E2�Ej , for j=1, 2. Since .̂ is increasing, it
follows that .̂(E1E2)�.̂(Ej), and since .̂(E1) and .̂(E2) commute, we get

.̂(E1 7 E2)�.̂(E1) .̂(E2)=.̂(E1) 7 .̂(E2).

The same argument applied to .̂&1=.&1@ proves the reverse inclusion, and
assertion (i) is proved.

(iii) There is nothing to prove when E1=0 or I. Otherwise, .(I&E1)
=}I&.(E1). It follows that .̂(I&E1) and I&.̂(E1) are two nontrivial
idempotents whose difference is a scalar and hence must be equal. K

Recall that an abstract Boolean algebra B is said to be _-complete if each
countable subset of B has a greatest lower bound and a least upper bound
in B.
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3.14. Proposition. Let N be a nest. There exists a _-complete Boolean
algebra of projections in T(N) containing P(N), the set of all projections
on members of the nest.

Proof. Let A be the von Neumann algebra generated by P(N), and let
B be the Boolean algebra of all projections in A. That B is _-complete
follows easily from standard facts about abelian von Neumann algebras,
e.g. [T; Lemma 1.1]. K

Given a collection Q of commuting idempotents, we shall denote by
BA(Q) the Boolean algebra of idempotents generated by Q.

3.15. Proposition. Let N and M be nests, and .: T(N) � T(M) be
an order preserving Lie isomorphism. Then B. :=BA(.̂(P(N))) is a bounded
Boolean algebra of idempotents.

Proof. By Proposition 3.14, P(N) in contained in a _-complete
Boolean algebra B, and by Proposition 3.13, .̂ is a Boolean isomorphism
between B and .̂(B). Consequently .̂(B) is a _-complete and by [DS,
Lemma XVII.3.3], it must be bounded. Since B. in included in .̂(B), it
must also be bounded. K

3.17. We are now in a position to employ the following

Lemma [DS, Lemma XV.6.2]. Let B1 , B2 , ..., Bk be a finite collection of
commuting, bounded Boolean algebras of idempotents in a Hilbert space H.
Then there exists a bounded self-adjoint invertible operator R # B(H) such
that RER&1 is an orthogonal projection for every E in the algebra deter-
mined by the Boolean algebras B1 , B2 , ..., Bk .

In fact, we shall only require the case where k=1 and B1=B.=
BA(.̂(P(N))).

3.18. Corollary. Let .: T(N) � T(M) be an order preserving Lie
isomorphism of nest algebras. Then there exists an invertible operator R in
B(H) which may be taken to be self-adjoint such that RB.R&1 is a Boolean
algebra of orthogonal projections on H.

It follows immediately from this result that

R.~ (N) R&1

is a nest, which we shall denote by M1 .

3.19. This is a good time to stand back and to take stock of the situa-
tion. By composing . with the transpose map if necessary, we have
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obtained an order preserving Lie isomorphism from T(N) to T(M).
Keeping in mind that AdR(T)=R&1TR, we therefore have the following
maps,

P(N) w�.̂ .̂(P(N)) ww�AdR P(M1)

BA(P(N)) w�.̂ B. ww�AdR BA(P(M1))

T(N) w�. T(M) ww�AdR T(M2),

where M2=[RM: M # M]. But if E # .̂(P(N)), then ran E=M # M, and
it is readily verified that RER&1 is the orthogonal projection onto RM. It
follows from the surjectivity of .~ : N � M that M2=M1 , and that

& :=AdR b .

defines a Lie isomorphism of T(N) onto T(M1) satisfying &(P(N))�
CI+P(M1). Furthermore, the associated map &~ is a dimension preserving
order isomorphism of N onto M1 .

By the Similarity Theorem [D1, Theorem 13.20], we have that N is
similar to M1 via an invertible operator S. This yields a new map

\ :=AdS b &=AdS b AdR b .

such that \: T(N) � T(N) is an order preserving Lie automorphism of
T(N) satisfying

\(P(N))=*P(N)I+P(N)

for each N # N. We have reduced the problem of classifying Lie isomor-
phisms between two nest algebras to that of characterizing Lie automorphisms
of a fixed nest algebra which preserve the nest projections modulo the scalars.
This is our next goal.

3.20. Proposition. Let N be a nest and P # P(N). Suppose that
\: T(N) � T(N) is a Lie automorphism and that for each Q # P(N),

\(Q)=*QI+Q

for some *Q # C. Then

(a) \(PT(N)(I&P))=PT(N)(I&P);

(b) \(PT(N) P)+CI=PT(N) P+CI.
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Proof. (a) If Z # PT(N)(I&P), then Z=[P, Z], and hence \(Z)=
[\(P), \(Z)]=[*PI+P, \(Z)]=[P, \(Z)], implying that \(Z) # PT(N)
(I&P). This proves the inclusion \(PT(N)(I&P))�PT(N)(I&P).
Applying the same argument to \&1 proves the reverse inclusion.

(b) Let Q # P(N) be any projection satisfying Q�P. Then for all
T # PT(N) P, we have [T, Q]=0 and so [\(T ), \(Q)]=0. But \(Q)=
*QI+Q, and so we have [\(T), Q]=0. Since this is true for every Q # P(N)
satisfying Q�P, we see that

(I&P) \(T )(I&P) # D(N), (1)

the diagonal of N. Observe also that [T, P]=0 implies that P commutes
with \(T ) and so we also have

P\(T )(I&P)=0.

Since LP :=PT(N) is a Lie ideal in T(N), its image \(LP) under \ is a
Lie ideal in T(N), and we see from part (a) and (1) above that

(I&P) \(LP)(I&P)�D(N).

Therefore the compression L1 of \(LP) to (I&P) H is a Lie ideal in the
restricted nest algebra T((I&P) N) on (I&P) H, and L1 is contained in
the diagonal of T((I&P) N). By [HMS; Theorem 12] applied to the
closure of L1 in the weak operator topology we see that every operator in
L1 is a scalar multiple of the identity on (I&P) H. Thus for T # PT(N) P,
we get \(T )=*TI+S, where S # PT(N) P. In other words,

\(PT(N) P)+CI�PT(N) P+CI.

Applying the same argument to \&1 we obtain the reverse inequality,
and equality follows, as claimed. K

3.21. Proposition. Let N be a nest and P # P(N), P{0, I. Suppose
that \: T(N) � T(N) is an order preserving Lie automorphism of T(N),
and that for all Q # P(N), \(Q)=*QI+Q. Then for every T # PT(N) P,
we can write

\(T)=�1(T )+#1(T ) I,

where �1 is an algebra automorphism of PT(N) P and #1 is a linear functional
on PT(N) P that annihilates all commutators [A, B], for A, B # PT(N) P.
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Proof. By Proposition 3.20, we see that if T # PT(N) P, then \(T ) #
PT(N) P+CI. We define #1(T ) to be the scalar that appears in (I&P)
\(T )(I&P), and set �1(T )=\(T )&#1(T) I. Clearly �1 and #1 are linear,
and by Proposition 3.20, we get that �1 maps PT(N) P onto itself.

It remains only to show that �1 is an algebra homomorphism. First let
T # PT(N) P and X # PT(N)(I&P). From Proposition 3.20, we have
that \(X) # PT(N)(I&P). Thus

\(TX)=\([T, X])=[\(T ), \(X)]=�1(T ) \(X).

Thus if T1 , T2 # PT(N) P, we obtain

�1(T1 T2) \(X)=\(T1 T2 X)=�1(T1) \(T2 X)=�1(T1) �1(T2) \(X).

Since X # PT(N)(I&P) is arbitrary and since by Proposition 3.19, \
maps PT(N)(I&P) onto itself, we get

�1(T1 T2)=�1(T1) �1(T2). K

3.22. Remark. Similarly, we can show that

(I&P) \(I&P)=�2+#2I,

where �2 is an algebra automorphism of (I&P) T(N)(I&P) and #2 is a
linear functional annihilating all commutators in (I&P) T(N)(I&P).

3.23. By combining the results in 3.20, 3.21, 3.22, we see that with
respect to the decomposition H=PH� (I&P) H, we have

\ _T11

0
T12

T22&=_�1(T11)
0

!(T12)
�2(T22)&+; \_T11

0
T12

T22&+ I,

where ;: T(N) � C is a linear functional that annihilates PT(N)(I&P)
and ! is linear. It is now easy to verify that ; annihilates all commutators
in T(N). Indeed if T=[ T11

0
T12
T22

] is a commutator, then it is obvious that
T11 and T22 are commutators in the corresponding restricted algebras and
so ;(T )=#1(T11)+#2(T22)=0.

Since �1 and �2 are nest algebra isomorphisms, they are spatially
implemented [R2; Corollary 17.13], and hence there exist invertible
operators V # B(PH) and W # B((I&P) H) such that

�1(T1)=V&1T1V, for T1 # PT(N) P

�2(T2)=W&1T2W, for T2 # (I&P) T(N)(I&P).
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Now let U=V�W and \0=(AdU)&1 \. It follows that \0(T)=?(T )+
;(T ) I, where

? _T11

0
T12

T22&=_T11

0
+(T12)

T22 &
for a linear map +. Since ; annihilates all commutators, we get that ? also
is a Lie homomorphism. It is not hard to see that it is also bijective.

3.24. Lemma. Let N be a nest, P # P(N), P{0, I, and with respect to
the decomposition H=PH� (I&P) H, let

? _A
0

B
C&=_A

0
+(B)

C &
be a Lie isomorphism of T(N). Then

(a) + is a left T(PN)-module map, and a right T((I&P) N)-module
map.

(b) ? is an algebra automorphism of T(N).

Proof. (a) Let A # T(PN), B # B((I&P) H, PH). Then

_0
0

+(AB)
0 &=? _0

0
AB
0 &=? __A

0
0
0& , _0

0
B
0&&

=__A
0

0
0& , _0

0
+(B)

0 &&=_0
0

A+(B)
0 & .

Thus +(AB)=A+(B). Similarly, +(BD)=+(B) D for D # T((I&P)N).
A straightforward computation now shows that ? is an automorphism. K

3.25. Observation. The fact that + is a module map as above now implies
that ? is an algebra isomorphism. Again, by [R2], all automorphisms of
nest algebras are spatial, and hence

?(T )=AdZ(T )=Z&1TZ

for some invertible operator Z # B(H).

3.26. We are now in a position to complete the proof of the Main
Theorem.

Proof. Working backwards, we shall piece together Y from the succession
of similarities we have employed in the preceding lemmas and propositions.
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From Observation 3.25, we have ?(T )=Z&1TZ, while from para-
graph 3.23, we get

\(T )=U&1?(T ) U+;(T ) I,

Hence \(T)=U&1Z&1TZU+;(T) I. In paragraph 3.19, we saw that
\=AdS b AdR b ., and hence

.(T )=R&1S&1U&1Z&1TZUSR+;(T ) I.

We simply let Y=ZUSR to get

.(T)=Y&1TY+;(T) I,

as claimed. As for the structure of ;, a simple computation shows that it
must annihilate commutators, and that for . to be injective, ;(I ){&1.
Also, since the scalars belong to the range of ., we obtain

T(M)=ran .=Y&1T(N) Y=T(Y&1N).

By the reflexivity of nests (see [R1] or [D1, Theorem 2.9]), we conclude
that Y takes M onto N. K
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